
Professional Learning Communities, Tuning for Equity,
and DEI-Responsive Curriculum

2020-21 PLC Mission:
● To build capacity with DEI-responsive curriculum by utilizing the Critical Friends Protocol

The What and the Why of PLCs:
● In PLCs, teachers work collaboratively in cycles of inquiry to iterate their curriculum.
● To improve student learning, we need continuous job-embedded learning for teachers.
● Professional Learning Communities...

○ Support your work as curriculum writers
○ Encourage innovation and risk-taking
○ Give you time and space to grow as a professional
○ Strengthen collaboration and break down silos
○ Bolster Laguna’s curricular goals

6 Tenets of PLCs:
1. Shared mission and goals

○ PLCs have a shared purpose and a common understanding of the school they
are trying to create.

○ Their goals are SMART: specific, measurable, attainable, results‐oriented, and
time‐bound.

2. Collaboration focused on learning
○ Educators work interdependently in collaborative teams to achieve common goals.
○ The school provides the time and support essential to adult learning.

3. Collective inquiry
○ PLCs question the status quo, seek new methods of teaching and learning, test

the methods, and then revise.
○ Each team builds shared knowledge of current reality and best practice.

4. Action Orientation
○ Members of a PLC turn their learning and insights into action.
○ They recognize the importance of testing new ideas and risk taking.
○ They learn by doing.

5. Commitment to Continuous improvement
○ Members of a PLC have a growth mindset.  All teams engage in an ongoing

cycle of: Sharing materials, Providing peer feedback, Bolstering strengths and
addressing weaknesses, Implementing new strategies and ideas, Analyzing the
impact of the changes.

6. Results orientation
○ Educators in a PLC assess their efforts on the basis of tangible results.
○ They use evidence of student learning to inform and improve their practice.



More Details on Critical Friends Protocol
CFG Structure:

● Critical Friends Protocol - specific protocol(s) TBD in August
● Used Tuning Protocol in 2019-20

Focus Points:
● Developing DEI-responsive curriculum, while keeping PBL and Mastery in mind

What is Critical Friends Protocol?
● Time-sensitive meeting structure intended to:

- Provide a framework for meaningful feedback on a driving question
- Ensure clarity of purpose of a project/lesson
- Question your own assumptions of a project/lesson
- Develop a proposed course of action for addressing the question

The Goal of Critical Friends Protocol:
● Give teachers the opportunity to learn from each other and receive helpful feedback on

their projects/lessons to better the learning outcomes for students.

The protocols will support teachers as we...
1. Increase DEI-responsive curriculum
2. Keep tenets of PBL and Mastery in mind with our pedagogy
3. Increase collaboration among faculty

Roles in the group:
1. Facilitator

❏ Goal: To gain insight into the presenter’s lesson, project, etc. and develop a
focus question for the meeting to direct discussions and feedback

❏ Role: Pre-protocol meeting with presenter to create focus question. Time keeper
during meeting. Direct discussion back to the focus question is necessary.

2. Presenter (we will all do this at least once)
❏ Goal: Present your project/lesson clearly so to receive helpful feedback.
❏ Role: Pre-protocol meeting with facilitator to create focus question. Provide an

artifact for the group. Provide context around work presented. Clarify questions
the group might have. Silently listen and take notes.

3. The Think Tank (larger group)
❏ Goal: Provide meaningful feedback to the presenter, keeping the focus question

in mind (which should relate to DEI-responsive curriculum), to improve on the
work presented.

❏ Role: Listen carefully to the presenter. Ask Clarifying questions. Examine the
handouts provided. Provide warm and cool feedback

Types of work to present within PLCs:
Project description or handout; Student work; Rubric; Lesson plan; Unit plan



The CF Tuning Protocol:
❏ Purpose: To analyze a piece of work (student work, teacher handout, rubric, project

description, etc.) or procedure, with the focus question in mind, in an attempt to “fine
tune” or improve it in some way.

❏ Time: 40-45 minutes
❏ Steps: Setup, present, clarify, examine handout, clarify again, separate, warm and cool

feedback, reflect, debrief

Vocab: Clarifying Questions:
- Asked by the group (think tank) after initial presentation
- Simple questions of fact used to gain more information
- Allow presenter to be more specific
- Increases understanding of the project but responses are brief and factual.
- Examples:

- Let me see if I understand…
- Would you give me an example of?
- Which?  Who?  What?  Where?  When?

Vocab: Warm Feedback:
- Provided by the group (think tank)
- Supportive and appreciative statements about the work presented.
- Highlights strengths of work through evidence.
- Examples:

- I really like the way…
- The choice to ____ is very effective because ____.

Vocab: Cool Feedback:
- Provided by the group (think tank)
- Offer different ways the presenter can think about their work and/or raise concerns.
- Bring out areas of disconnect, question, or confusion.
- Offer suggestion without negative judgement.
- Precise, actionable, and constructive.
- Examples:

- I wonder….      Would it be possible to….?
- I’m thinking about ____ and I wonder….  How might ….?



DEI-Responsive Curriculum - Guiding Questions
Diversity Equity Inclusion

-”Whose story is being told?”

-”Through which lens is this
narrative?”

-”Who is the author?”

-”Who is represented in this?”

-”Do your students learn about
people who do not look like them in
an empowering way?” (BIPOC
innovators, leaders, creatives)

-”Does a singular narrative or
stereotypical narrative exist in your
curriculum about a marginalized
demographic?”

-”How does this lesson teach
students about others?”

-”Who is  in the class, and who
isn’t?” (curricular pathways)

-”Whose presence in the room is
under constant threat?” (e.g.
erasure, challenged, invisible,
magnified)

-”What conditions have been
maintained/cultivated so that some
students experience success?”

-”What additional resources are
available for students who need
support to access all academic
opportunities?”

-”Does this work require students
to have access to personal
computers and wifi at home?”

-”Does this project respect the time
of students who have to work or
caretake when they’re off
campus?”

-”Do I make myself available to
students without them having to
seek me out first?”

-”Do you set up a safe space for
your students to be fully present in
your classroom?” (emotional,
social)

-”Do you have
behaviors/expectations specific to
gender in your classroom?”

-”Is this environment safe for
everyone to feel like they
belong?” (e.g. posters of all
different people who are
successful in their field, room
temperature, handicap
accessibility)

-”Are the narratives you’re
teaching from empowering all
your students? Do they see
themselves represented in a
positive light?”

-”Do you know your student’s
background and build
connections from their cultural
background into your lessons?”
(note: How might you…?)

-”Do you intentionally learn how
to pronounce your student’s
name, or do they go by a different
name/nickname in your class?”
(ex: “Yessica” vs. “Jessica”)

-”Do you use gender neutral
language to validate the spectrum
of gender identity present in your
classroom -known and
unknown?” (“Good morning,
students” vs “Good morning, boys
and girls”)

-”How does this lesson teach
students about themselves?”
(culture, representation)



Tuning for Equity Protocol (45 minutes)

1. Introduction (2 minutes)
● Facilitator briefly introduces protocol goals, guidelines, and schedule
● Please keep in mind the overarching goal for this work: What can we, as teachers,

practice in our classrooms and our digital spaces to ensure that every one of our
students can say these things and believe them to be true?

○ I belong in this academic community.
○ My ability and competence grow with (effective) effort.
○ I can succeed at this.
○ This work has value for me.

2. Presentation (5 minutes)
● Participants are silent; no questions are entertained at this time.
● The presenter has an opportunity to share context:

○ Information about the students and/or the class
○ Assignment, prompt and/or unit details
○ Student learning goals or standards that inform the work
○ Sample student work, if available, e.g. photocopies, video clips, dig files
○ Evaluation format — scoring rubric and/or assessment criteria, etc.

● Then the presenter shares their focusing question. Some examples of focusing
questions include the following three below.

○ How are all students being served with this assignment?
○ How is this assignment differentiated?
○ Are clear, high expectations set for all, using student friendly language that

guides the students to equitable outcomes?
● Please reference these links for a deeper dive into frameworks and ideas for

your focusing question: Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3.
3. Clarifying Questions (3 minutes)

● Participants have an opportunity to ask “clarifying” questions in order to get
information that may have been omitted in the presentation that they feel would
help them to understand the context for the assignment and student learning
experience. Clarifying questions are matters of “fact.” The facilitator should be sure
to limit the questions to those that are “clarifying,” judging which questions more
properly belong in the warm/ cool feedback section.

4. Examination of Artifacts (5 minutes)
● Presenter is silent; participants do this work silently.
● Participants look closely at the artifacts of the lesson/unit and work samples
● Participants focus their thoughts on the presenter’s focusing question.
● Participants take a couple of minutes to reflect on what they would like to contribute

to the feedback session.
5. Warm Feedback, then Cool Feedback (15 minutes)

● Facilitator will ask presenter to remove themself from the group circle to avoid
eye contact and to take thorough notes based on what is heard.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F7nXCudwE7WvDCZgRlvCQSRFd6iXfx6G3rJpeQKiBEk/edit#bookmark=id.15ia7jk9jy4w
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F7nXCudwE7WvDCZgRlvCQSRFd6iXfx6G3rJpeQKiBEk/edit#bookmark=id.hnjwxo15e5lz
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F7nXCudwE7WvDCZgRlvCQSRFd6iXfx6G3rJpeQKiBEk/edit#bookmark=id.c01qtkpdadv3
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F7nXCudwE7WvDCZgRlvCQSRFd6iXfx6G3rJpeQKiBEk/edit#bookmark=id.ifdrgt5i7ofk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F7nXCudwE7WvDCZgRlvCQSRFd6iXfx6G3rJpeQKiBEk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tikceSTz6oBwniWHr-0JXIoj7Klp0ylXf-ry1LqyNGs/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BxGo_TMia4cEjQUWBtZGmouUUoH6-gql/view?ts=5f25c792


● Participants share feedback with each other while the presenter is silent. It is
helpful to have the presenter remove themself from the group circle to avoid eye
contact and to take thorough notes based on what is heard.

● Warm Feedback: The feedback should begin with a few minutes of warm
feedback. Warm feedback may include comments about how the work
presented seems to meet the desired goals.

● Cool Feedback: Then move on to a few minutes of cool feedback (sometimes
phrased in the form of reflective “I wonder” questions). Cool feedback may
include possible “disconnects,” gaps, or problems. Often participants offer ideas
or suggestions for strengthening the work presented.

● The feedback can eventually move back and forth between warm and cool
feedback as needed.

● The facilitator may need to remind participants of the focusing question, which
should be posted for all to see. Presenter is silent and takes notes.

6. Reflection (3 minutes)
● Presenter speaks to those comments/questions he or she chooses while participants

are silent.
● This  is not a time to defend oneself, but is instead a time for the presenter to reflect

aloud on those  ideas or questions that seemed particularly interesting. Facilitator
may intervene to focus, clarify, etc.

7. Implications for Equity (7 minutes)
● The goal of this tuning protocol is to enrich the learning and help us “interrupt”

inequities. The point is not to shut the presenter down, or put them on the
defensive but rather to challenge everyone involved to a higher level of
awareness.

● Thus placing these questions at the end of the warm/ cool feedback session
both addresses the focus question and takes it beyond the presenter’s work.

● Possible Reflection questions following the activity:
○ What have each of us learned about building the habit of equity through

doing this protocol?
○ What are our own next steps?
○ Who’s at the table? Who’s missing? Why aren’t those voices included?
○ How can we include those whose perspectives have been silenced

historically?
○ How does the work we’ve just done serve all of our students?
○ How does it serve those students who have been marginalized in the

past?
8. Debrief (5 minutes)

● How well does the presenter feel the question has been answered?
● How well do we feel we answered the presenter’s question?
● Facilitator-led discussion of this tuning experience.


